OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

FROM: CINCPAC TOYO JAPAN 3851 YAMAGISHI
TO: DEPT OF DEF DC FOR THE JCS
NT: C 6605

Reference JCS 31301. This is in 4 parts.

Part 1. If the North Korean Armed Forces do not surrender in
accordance with my proclamation to be issued 1st October 1950, disposi-
tions will be made to accomplish the military objective of destroying
them by entry into North Korea.

Part 2. Briefly my plan is:

A. Eighth Army as now constituted will attack across the
38th degree parallel with its main effort on the Korean-Section
P'yongyang axis with the objective of seizing P'yongyang.

B. X Corps as now constituted will make neighborhood land-
ings at Wonju, making junction with Eighth Army.

C. Third Infantry Division will remain in Japan in GHQ
reserve initially.

D. ROK Army Forces only will conduct operation of the
line Chungju-Yongju-Ryangsan.

E. Tentative date for the attack of Eighth Army will be
not earlier than 15th October and not later than 30th October.

Part 3. You will be provided detailed plans later.

Part 4. There is no indication at present of entry into North
Korea by major Soviet or Chinese Communist Forces.

ACTION: JCS

INFO: GEN VANDEBERG, GEN MOLLIS, ARM SHERMAN, GEN MARSHALL

DOD Directive 3100.38 Jan 14, 1959

By ALT JCS MACS, July 5, 1950
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